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Abstract
Background: Certain protein families are highly conserved across distantly related organisms and
belong to large and functionally diverse superfamilies. The patterns of conservation present in these
protein sequences presumably are due to selective constraints maintaining important but unknown
structural mechanisms with some constraints specific to each family and others shared by a larger
subset or by the entire superfamily. To exploit these patterns as a source of functional information,
we recently devised a statistically based approach called contrast hierarchical alignment and
interaction network (CHAIN) analysis, which infers the strengths of various categories of selective
constraints from co-conserved patterns in a multiple alignment. The power of this approach
strongly depends on the quality of the multiple alignments, which thus motivated development of
theoretical concepts and strategies to improve alignment of conserved motifs within large sets of
distantly related sequences.
Results: Here we describe a hidden Markov model (HMM), an algebraic system, and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling strategies for alignment of multiple sequence motifs. The MCMC
sampling strategies are useful both for alignment optimization and for adjusting position specific
background amino acid frequencies for alignment uncertainties. Associated statistical formulations
provide an objective measure of alignment quality as well as automatic gap penalty optimization.
Improved alignments obtained in this way are compared with PSI-BLAST based alignments within
the context of CHAIN analysis of three protein families: Giα subunits, prolyl oligopeptidases, and
transitional endoplasmic reticulum (p97) AAA+ ATPases.
Conclusion: While not entirely replacing PSI-BLAST based alignments, which likewise may be
optimized for CHAIN analysis using this approach, these motif-based methods often more
accurately align very distantly related sequences and thus can provide a better measure of selective
constraints. In some instances, these new approaches also provide a better understanding of family-
specific constraints, as we illustrate for p97 ATPases. Programs implementing these procedures and
supplementary information are available from the authors.
Background
As the genome projects continue to generate sequence
data, it is increasingly common to find protein super-
families with thousands of members in the protein
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database. Given sufficient numbers of sequences, sensitive
iterative search and alignment procedures, such as PSI-
BLAST [1] and SAM [2], often reveal that protein families
previously thought to be distinct are, in fact, distantly
related. Protein structural analysis likewise reveals subtle
evolutionary relationships between protein families shar-
ing very little sequence similarity. Since our ability to
make protein structure and function predictions depends
in large part on alignment accuracy, it is thus important to
develop alignment methods able to handle these increas-
ingly large and diverse sets of distantly related sequences.
Certain protein families within these large superfamilies
are often very highly conserved across distantly related
organisms. Such proteins include, for example, certain
metabolic enzymes, DNA replication and repair factors,
certain structural proteins, such as actin, the motor pro-
tein dynein, and regulatory and signalling factors, such as
protein kinases and Ras-like GTPases. While many of
these proteins seem relatively well characterized, we still
cannot account for the strong selective constraints pre-
serving their observed high degree of sequence conserva-
tion across major taxonomic groups. Presumably these
patterns of conservation contain implicit information
regarding still unknown functional mechanisms. To
access this information, we recently developed a statisti-
cally based approach, called contrast hierarchical align-
ment and interaction network (CHAIN) analysis [3], that
identifies, categorizes, and statistically characterizes co-
conserved patterns in multiple alignments. The power of
this approach strongly depends on the quality of the
alignment, which thus motivated the development of the
theoretical concepts and strategies described here.
Aligning distantly related sequences presents unique algo-
rithmic and statistical challenges because such proteins
often only share a minimal structural core with sizable
insertions occurring between, and even within, core ele-
ments. Classical dynamic programming-based multiple
alignment procedures typically have considerable diffi-
culty spanning across these insert regions because the log-
odds scores associated with weakly conserved core ele-
ments are often too low to offset the substantial gap pen-
alties that such insert regions incur. This problem is
further exacerbated when core elements contain short
insertions or deletions within them.
To address this problems, we previously devised motif (or
block) based multiple alignment procedures [4-6] that
can easily jump over non-homologous insert regions. This
approach seems easier to justify than attempting to align
regions for which there is no statistical evidence of relat-
edness. A block based alignment strategy thus seeks to
detect islands of subtle sequence similarity within other-
wise dissimilar sequences. Fortunately, even when the
conserved motifs are very subtle, such a procedure can
take advantage of large numbers of available sequences to
detect weak, yet statistically significant similarities.
Altschul at the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation (NCBI) likewise sought to address this problem
through generalized affine gap costs [7], but the utility of
this approach is unclear, as the NCBI currently does not
support any public programs based upon it. The programs
MUSCLE [8,9] and MAFFT [10] also are designed to avoid
alignment of non-homologous regions and in other
respects are generally superior to more widely used multi-
ple alignment programs, such as Clustalw [11] and T-cof-
fee [12]. Because MUSCLE and MAFFT can handle large
data sets, we explored the use of these programs for
CHAIN analysis (Neuwald, unpublished). Somewhat sur-
prisingly, these failed to achieve the degree of accuracy
needed to detect subtle, co-conserved patterns, such as
those recently identified and structurally confirmed
within P loop GTPases [3]. We found that, although these
programs align regions globally conserved in the
sequences well, for several large test sets they fail to accu-
rately align regions conserved only within more closely
related subsets. This is, of course, a major drawback to
their general application for CHAIN analysis. By contrast,
PSI-BLAST [1], which seems less likely to produce high
quality global alignments given its simple alignment pro-
cedure nevertheless in many cases does a better job of
aligning database sequences relative to the query. Thus
PSI-BLAST (albeit with some modifications to improve
alignment accuracy [3]) has turned out to be more gener-
ally useful than these other methods for CHAIN analysis,
which like PSI-BLAST is query centric. Note, however, that
a systematic comparison of various methods within the
context of CHAIN analysis has not yet been done.
More relevant to our purpose here, another drawback to
the use of MUSCLE, MAFFT, and similar programs for
CHAIN analysis is that these will align randomly gener-
ated sequences – a characteristic incompatible with the
statistical basis of CHAIN analysis. MUSCLE and MAFFT
perform well on small sets of relatively diverse represent-
ative sequences, such as the BALIBASE benchmark sets
[13], because they incorporate heuristics that unfortu-
nately also can compromise statistical rigor and, as a
result, confuse random noise with biologically valid
homology. Statistically the best alignment for random
sequences is the 'null alignment', that is the procedure
should leave such sequences unaligned – a property of
PSI-BLAST that played a key role in choosing it for CHAIN
analysis.
To maintain statistical rigor in our formulations here, we
will 'let the data speak' by modelling only those character-
istics of the sequences that can be justified by the inputBMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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data. Such an approach cannot be applied, however, to
small benchmark alignment sets, because these lack suffi-
cient sequences – less than the number of amino acids
whose parameters are being estimated. Thus, while a rig-
orous statistical approach has severe limitations when
applied to small datasets, it works very well when applied
to large, diverse sets of distantly related sequences, as
demonstrated, for example, by some of our earlier analy-
ses [14-16].
Two other theoretical issues, which are important to the
multiple alignment problem, are devising an objective
measure of alignment quality and an efficient strategy for
finding the best alignments based on this measure. Our
previous methods [4-6] addressed these issues using a
Bayesian statistical approach for modelling an arbitrary
number of multiply aligned ungapped blocks, each of
arbitrary length, in conjunction with a Gibbs sampling
procedure for exploring the 'space' of all such alignments.
Gibbs sampling is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method that iteratively realigns the sequences with prob-
ability proportional to how much the model is thereby
improved. Theoretically, beginning from an arbitrary
starting alignment, this process will ultimately sample
alignments according to the posterior distribution defined
by our Bayesian model. Exploring the alignment space in
this way is more efficient than taking a greedy approach
(one that always chooses the transition to the best align-
ment) because an element of chance allows the sampler to
maneuver around locally optimal traps.
Within this MCMC sampler we implemented specific
operations on the alignments, including those allowing
for realignment of a sequence against the alignment
model, shortening or lengthening of blocks, and creation
of recombinant alignments. Such operations function like
catalysts to help the sampler avoid or more quickly escape
from local optima. Here we expand on the number of
these operations and modify our Bayesian model to allow
for short insertions or deletions within blocks. In theory,
such an approach could be used to sample representative
multiple alignments from the posterior distribution,
which is relevant to CHAIN analysis because this could be
used to adjust position-specific amino acid frequencies for
alignment uncertainty. Doing so for the model and oper-
ations described here, however, is non-trivial and thus is a
topic for a future publication built upon this one. Our pri-
mary objective here is merely to obtain the optimal align-
ment. Thus we also introduce various annealing-like
strategies for luring the sampler toward optimum align-
ments. These include simulated annealing, which is
applied within sampling routines, and other intervention
strategies. Our primary motivation for developing and
implementing these concepts and strategies is to improve
CHAIN analysis, as is illustrated here for G-protein α sub-
units, which belong to the P loop GTPase class [17], prolyl
endopeptidases, which belong to the α,β-hydrolase fold
class [18,19], and transitional endoplasmic reticulum
(p97) ATPases [20], which belongs to the AAA family [21-
23] within the AAA+ class [14,24,25].
Problem definition
The fundamental problem addressed here is to identify
the essential features – the common structural core – char-
acteristic of a large set of distantly related proteins. Given
an input sequence set, we build a Bayesian statistical
model with adjustable parameters to reflect the relation-
ships among the proteins. We also design a stochastic
search algorithm, with an MCMC sampler as its backbone,
to explore possible alignments and corresponding model
parameters in order to find alignment models that best
'explain' the input data. The model parameters specify, for
example, the number and lengths of the motifs, their loca-
tions within each sequence, the residue frequencies
observed at each position in each motif, and other prop-
erties (described below). We may thus envision our sam-
pler as searching through a discrete space where each
point, corresponding to a particular alignment, has a
probability associated with it. The probability function
appears fairly smooth inasmuch as nearby points (similar
alignments) have roughly comparable probabilities. As
the sampler traverses from one point to another, it favors
moves toward the better alignments, that is, toward that
part of the alignment space with greater posterior proba-
bility. Since it is computationally prohibitive for the sam-
pler to consider many transitions at one time, a key design
issue is the selection of allowed transitions between
points.
Results and discussion
The block-motif model
We first define the alignment model in precise mathemat-
ical terms, which provides a scoring scheme that allows us
to judge which alignment is better than another. Here, for
the sake of conciseness and readability, we will keep the
discussion on a conceptual level whenever possible. Inter-
ested readers can consult our earlier publications for fur-
ther details [4,6].
The structure of a sequence containing m ungapped motifs  denoted ak,1 to ak,m Figure 1
The structure of a sequence containing m ungapped motifs 
denoted ak,1 to ak,m.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, this previously described block-
based motif model assumes that the aligned core of each
protein sequence consists of m co-linear ungapped motifs,
of width w1,... , wm, respectively. Each motif is modelled by
a position specific frequency matrix Θi, whereas residues
outside the motif blocks follow a common frequency dis-
tribution. Independent prior Dirichelet distributions are
employed for these frequency parameters.
Since both m and the wi's are unknown, we assume that
they are uniformly distributed in a certain range a priori
(see [6] for details). We also employ a "fragmentation
model," which allows non-informative aligned columns
to be ignored by the motif model. Although we use no
explicit gap penalties between motifs, our prior imposes a
large penalty on alignments with large m. Let S denote the
sequence data and let A  denote the motif alignments
(which also includes m and the wi's). Then the posterior
alignment distribution is:
P(A | S) ∝ P(A) ∫ P(S | A, Θ)P(Θ)dΘ.
Based on this distribution, our algorithm (as imple-
mented in the PROBE program [5]) attempts to maximize
P(A | S), the so-called "maximum a posteriori (MAP)" score.
Hidden Markov models for gapped motifs
A major drawback of the previous block-based alignment
approach is that it disallows insertions or deletions within
motif blocks. Here we describe hidden Markov model
(HMM) [26,27] structures for insertions and deletions,
which will be used by our current algorithm via the oper-
ation GAPALIGN (see below). The general architecture for
these HMMs is given in Fig. 2, and detailed descriptions,
including the definition for our scoring function g(A, Λ),
are given in Methods.
For an intuitive notion of how within-motif penalties
influence the total MAP score, consider a gap-opening
penalty of say 20 bits (i.e., p = 1/220) and an extension
penalty of 2.5 bits. Then, for example, the overall MAP
would need to improve by 25 bits in order to justify a 'sur-
gical operation' on a sequence involving an insertion of
three dummy residue (i.e., to 'correct' a deletion in a
sequence) or a deletion of three residues (i.e., to 'correct'
an insertion in a sequence). The statistical problem is thus
that of finding the right penalty so that the sampler only
adds insertions or deletions when the data provides suffi-
cient justification. In a Bayesian context, this justification
is based on the posterior inference of the overall number
of insertions and deletions from what it finds in the
aligned sequences.
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
The Bayesian analysis described in Methods provides us
the posterior distribution of the alignment up to a nor-
malizing constant. Although this distribution defines the
answer to our problem, namely inferring the optimal
alignment, it is difficult to make sense out of it because of
the huge size of the alignment space. Fortunately, recent
progress in using MCMC methods for statistical analysis
has made it possible to study this function.
MCMC methods, of which the Gibbs sampler is a special
case, refer to a set of techniques developed by physicists
since the 1950s to simulate variables from a given proba-
bility distribution up to a normalizing constant. The cen-
tral idea of these techniques is to evolve a Markov chain,
each step of which perturbs the current state (alignment)
General architecture for our multiple motif HMM Figure 2
General architecture for our multiple motif HMM. States and transition probabilities between states are defined in Methods. 
Bold transition arrows emit residue strings.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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slightly, with the equilibrium distribution of the chain
being the target distribution. A MCMC scheme is usually
constructed in two steps: (i) propose a new state according
to a certain reversible transition rule, and (ii) accept or
reject the proposal according to the probability ratio
between the proposed and the current states [28].
The broad utility and general applicability of these tech-
niques are exemplified and popularized by recent devel-
opments in statistics: if one can sample from g(A, Λ) one
obtains a set of "typical" alignments according to the pos-
terior distribution, which provides information regarding
the most likely alignment(s) supported by the data and its
variability. In practice, however, one may wish to find the
optimum of this function and explore only around this
optimum considering the difficulty of summarizing a set
of distinct alignments in a meaningful way. MCMC is also
an important ingredient of an optimization technique
termed "simulated annealing" [29], of which we will
develop a variation. A good MCMC scheme should have
the following property: (a) its transition rules should col-
lectively allow the sampler to access every point in the
space; (b) these transitions should also allow for global
changes, such as, for example, recombination between
two alignments; and (c) the acceptance rate of these pro-
posals should be reasonable (10~50%). The sections
below will focus on designing such transitions for multi-
ple alignment.
An algebraic system for touring the alignment space
The elementary mathematical operations of addition and
subtraction define a means of transitioning between
points in the discrete space of natural numbers. "Global"
operations, such as multiplication and integer division,
allow transitions between more distant points in this
space. Likewise, we define both elementary and global
operations on multiple alignments as a means of transi-
tioning between points in alignment space. In this case a
set of unaligned sequences (termed the null alignment)
serves the same role as the natural number zero. Formal
mathematical descriptions of the alignment and of certain
simple operations are provided in our earlier papers [4,6].
Since the new operations described here involve various
combinations of these simple operations, it is straightfor-
ward to derive these new operations from the previously
published descriptions.
There are two issues to consider in the design of multiple
alignment operations. First, the reversibility of MCMC
algorithms requires that every operation have an "inverse"
so that the sampler can readily transit in either direction.
Second, to help find the optimal alignment according to
our Bayesian model, which is our main objective, anneal-
ing techniques and less restrictive acceptance rules should
be considered for certain complex operations. By doing so
the target alignment distribution has to be distorted to
some degree, though the global optimum of the distribu-
tion remains the same.
All alignments described here are collinear multiple align-
ments (CMAs), which are defined to contain zero or more
motif blocks arranged collinearly in each sequence. Partial
or complete deletion of any motif from a particular
sequence is modelled by aligning that motif against null
residues ('-'), which the sampler may insert anywhere in
the sequence. Sequences may also contain more than one
repeat of the entire protein domain, each of which is mod-
elled by the full set of motifs. (The identification of repeat
domains will be described elsewhere; Spouge and Neu-
wald, unpublished.) For clarity, we describe operations
deterministically, though it should be kept in mind that
our sampler applies these stochastically.
Elementary operations
The HideInsert operation (inverse ShowInsert) is applied
to 'surgically' remove a region of the sequence that
appears to correspond to a typically short insertion within
a conserved motif. This operation thus changes the real
sequence into an idealized sequence that, presumably,
more closely resembles the canonical characteristics of the
protein class. As a result, the sampler needs to maintain
both a real and an idealized version of each protein's
sequence and to store the operational derivation used to
obtain the ideal sequence from the real. Algorithmically it
is convenient to deal with insert regions in this way
because otherwise the sampler would need to look up the
locations of insertions and deletion within each sequence
when applying other operations. The FillDeletion opera-
tion (inverse UnfillDeletion) likewise converts a sequence
that contains a deletion of either part of or all of a motif
into an idealized sequence in which the deletion has been
filled in with null or 'dummy' ('-') residues. Note that
HideInsert and FillDeletion merely define data structure
interconversions that allow basic operations, which were
initially defined for ungapped motifs, to be efficiently
applied to gapped motifs.
The Align operation assigns motif positions within a
sequence and thereby adds that sequence to the align-
ment, UnAlign removes the sequence from the alignment.
Note that these operations disallow  gaps within motif
blocks.
The AddColumn and DeleteColumn operations add and
remove aligned columns, respectively. Note that these
operations may add or remove columns internal to a
motif as well as at the edges. Moreover, AddColumn may
also insert a column an arbitrary number of residues
beyond the current edge of a motif. This is important forBMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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motif 'fragmentation' [4,30], a procedure that allows
certain nonconserved positions inside of a motif to be
ignored by the alignment statistical model.
Compound operations
Elementary operations can be combined in a coordinated
manner in various ways to produce compound operations
that better facilitate escape from local traps. For example,
GapAlign (inverse UngapAlign) combines the row opera-
tion Align with the sequence operations HideInsert and
FillDeletion in order to add a sequence to an alignment
with insertions and deletions. The GapAlign operation is
performed using dynamic programming to obtain a
gapped alignment of a sequence against a statistical model
of the current alignment. The trace back procedure deter-
mines how to apply the HideInsert and FillDeletion oper-
ations to the true sequence and how the Align operation
is then applied to the resultant idealized sequence.
We define several compound operations on a motif block:
AddBlock, ShiftRight, and TrimRight (with inverses:
DeleteBlock, ShiftLeft, and TrimLeft, respectively).
Another compound operation, MoveColumn, which
transfers a column from one position to another within a
block, is its own inverse. Conceptually, AddBlock and
DeleteBlock simply iteratively apply the AddColumn and
DeleteColumn operations, respectively. Because our
motif alignments are collinear, the position of an added
block within each idealized sequence must be specified in
a manner consistent with this collinear arrangement and,
in order to add a new block in this way, the sampler may
need to insert null residues at certain positions within
some of the idealized sequences. This is an example of
operational flexibility. Similar operational flexibility is
required for the ShiftRight and ShiftLeft operations, which
remove one or more columns from one end and append
it to the other end of a motif. TrimRight and TrimLeft
allow poorly conserved residues to be trimmed from a
motif block based on their relative entropy. These opera-
tions thus provide a means to manually edit motif-based
alignments as discussed below.
Three compound operations involving two motif blocks
are: TransferColumn, Splitblock and FuseBlocks. Transfer-
Column deletes a column from one block and adds it to
another block. Splitblock splits a single block into two
leaving two contiguous motif blocks in each of the ideal-
ized sequences. During future realignment operations the
sampler typically induces these abutted blocks to drift
apart. Splitblock's inverse operation, FuseBlocks, merges
two blocks into one, which typically requires forced rea-
lignment of motif positions in each sequence in order to
An example of a series of compound operations applied to a motif based alignment Figure 3
An example of a series of compound operations applied to a motif based alignment. This series splits and fuses blocks in order 
to escape from kinetic traps in alignment space. See text for details.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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join the blocks together. All such forced realignments are
followed by additional optimization via sampling prior to
deciding whether to reject or accept this new configura-
tion. We thus typically have to violate the MCMC's accept-
ance-rejection rule to enable such a move, which distorts
the target distribution. The awkwardness of this procedure
may be advantageous, however, inasmuch as it forces the
sampler out of local traps in alignment space. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the effect of applying compound operations during
Gibbs sampling.
Recombinational operations
As an aid to locating the optimum alignment, we define
recombination operations that combine the best features
of two distinct, fairly well refined alignments. These oper-
ations require that the sampler first generate a population
of fairly well refined alignments starting from distinct,
randomly selected points in alignment space. All of these
input alignments must, of course, contain the same set of
sequences.
The Recombine operation must be applied to two align-
ments that are fairly similar because the sampler needs to
locate at least one crossover point between them. A
crossover point is a set of positions, one position in each
aligned sequence, such that the same set of blocks in the
first alignment lie to the left of each of those points, while
the same set of blocks in the second alignment lie to the
right of each point. Because this requirement often proves
difficult to satisfy for every sequence, we define the
Recombine operation flexibly by allowing a certain
number of sequences to violate this rule. In this case, vio-
lating sequences are removed prior to recombination and
sampled back in afterwards (using the GAPALIGN
operation).
The Intersect operation takes as input two distinct align-
ments and produces a new alignment containing only
those aligned columns common to corresponding motifs
in both input alignments. More precisely, we first find the
common blocks shared by the two alignments, where a
common block is defined as two aligned motif blocks
(one in each alignment) that overlap within correspond-
ing sequences. To allow for some flexibility, these are
defined as blocks for which at least some minimum
fraction (say 50%) of the sequences are consistently
aligned in both input alignments. (Inconsistently aligned
sequences are removed from the alignment prior to per-
forming this operation.) Then, for each pair of common
blocks, we find the sub-block shared by both blocks. Next,
we create a new alignment containing only these Intersect-
ing sub-blocks. Finally, sequences that were inconsistently
aligned between the two starting alignments are sampled
back into the resulting alignment. The Intersect operation
allows the sampler to be reinitialized starting with a con-
sensus alignment that aligns only those regions with high
likelihood scores and eliminates those regions about
which the sampler is less certain. Subsequent sampling
will then extend these sub-blocks, add new blocks, and
explore more extensively the alignment space.
Parameter settings for operations
There are no absolute rules on how to choose parameter
settings for these algebraic operations, such as, for exam-
ple, the maximum increase in motif length allowed dur-
ing the MoveColumn operation or the number of
disordered blocks to tolerate for the Recombine opera-
tion. We find, in fact, that it often matters little which set-
tings are used and the slight degree to which it does matter
depends on the particular protein class being analyzed. As
a result, any biologically reasonable parameter settings
work well. For example, since weakly conserved motifs are
never a hundred residues long, motif blocks typically
should be limited to no more than, say, fifty residues in
length. Nevertheless our algorithm tolerates unreasonable
parameter settings, because then it either simply rejects
the corresponding alignment space transitions (though
with some degradation in performance) and/or learns to
avoid applying useless operations through its memory
module, as described below.
High level sampling strategies
Having specified various operations on the alignment
space, we now need to specify when and how often to
apply them, as well as how to escape from local traps and
thus to most rapidly converge on an optimum or nearly
optimum alignment.
Providing the sampler with a memory
Since some of the alignment operations are computation-
ally expensive, it would be helpful to avoid applying them
over and over again when this proves to be unfruitful. For
example, if the sampler has already converged on the cor-
rect number of motifs, applying the AddBlock operation
may be a waste of time. On the other hand, we don't want
to eliminate any operation entirely, as at some point it
may be useful. To do this we define both short-term and
long-term sampling memories. The short-term memory
allows a rapid response to sudden changes while the long-
term memory adds stability so that the sampler does not
over respond to short term trends. Details are given in
Methods.
Simulated annealing with a thermostat
Let the target alignment distribution be denoted generi-
cally as π (X). As the sampler converges on near optimum
alignments, typically it has difficulty 'dropping' into the
global optimum of π (X) because the chance of selecting
the highest probability alignment is still very small due to
the sheer number of near optimum alignments. This isBMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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true for the same reason that the most likely outcome of
obtaining exactly 5,000 heads and 5,000 tails in 10,000
flips of a fair coin is extremely unlikely.
A standard way around this problem is to take power of π
(X) to some exponent, renormalizing it and using the
"powered-up" distribution, denoted as πT(X) ∝ π1/T (X)
with the "temperature" parameter varying from a very
large value to near-zero, for sampling. This procedure is a
key component of simulated annealing [29], which has
the same effect on sampling as lowering the temperature
has on annealing of single stranded DNA into double
stranded DNA in solution. By 'cooling' the system (i.e.,
letting T → 0), we raise the probability of high-density
points and lower the probability of low-density points, so
as to allow the best alignment to win out over alignments
that are nearly as good. If the temperature is lower too
abruptly, however, the sampler may get trapped in a sub-
optimum alignment, so that the annealing strategy needs
to be devised carefully.
We have built a 'thermostat' into the sampler that keeps
track of variations in the (T = 1) probability densities of
the sampled alignments. If the variance of log π (X) in a
given number K of consecutive iterations at a given tem-
perature is below a certain threshold (so that the posterior
probabilities barely change), the sampler may be stuck in
a (presumably local) optimum, and the thermostat raises
the temperature a bit. On the other hand, if the log π (X)
are varying wildly and, in particular, if they are greatly
diverging from the best (i.e., highest probability) align-
ment found thus far, then the sampler may be wandering
away from near optimum alignments and the thermostat
lowers the temperature. This approach thus attempts to
keep the sampler just above its 'glass transition tempera-
ture' [31], designated Tg. Details are given in Methods.
Since there are no absolute criteria for determining
whether the sampler has actually found the optimum
alignment, it is necessary to devise heuristics for terminat-
ing the computation. We retain the same criterion used in
earlier Gibbs samplers, such that if the alignment fails to
improve after a specified number of sampling cycles, then
the program stops and returns the best alignment found.
Since picking the right number of cycles depends heavily
on the number and nature of the input sequences (as well
as the user's patience), the user can modify this parameter.
As an alternative strategy, two or more programs may also
be run in parallel until they both converge on the same
alignment.
Progressive refinement strategy
When painting a picture, it is helpful to first draw a rough
sketch so that details will end up in the right place relative
to each other. Similarly the sampler uses the following
progressive refinement strategy to avoid being too
"shortsighted."
There are five stages to this strategy. In the first stage, the
sampler applies the Align operation, which aligns the
sequences against contiguous ungapped blocks; it also
applies compound ungapped motif operations. The ini-
tial numbers of block motifs and columns in each block
are sampled from binomial distributions with means
between roughly 5~10 blocks and 10~30 columns each,
respectively. In the second stage, which is introduced after
the sampler begins to converge on a local optimum under
the ungapped block-motif model, elementary and com-
pound column operations are introduced, which allow
these ungapped blocks to 'fragment', thereby permitting
nonconserved columns to be ignored by the alignment
model (mathematical details are found in [6]). Recombi-
nation operations are also applied during and after this
stage. In the third stage, the GapAlign operation based on
a simple gapped sampling procedure [14] with very con-
servative gap penalties is introduced, which allows the
sampler to add short gaps within motif blocks and to
delete part or all of a block. In the fourth stage, the
number of blocks is fixed (although other operations are
retained) and recombination and simulated annealing
procedures are used to help guide the sampler into a
(hopefully) global optimum. These first four stages are
implemented in the program GISMO (see below). A fifth
stage, which is implemented in the program GARMA (see
below), recombines a set of alignments independently
found by GISMO and optimizes the recombinants using a
GapAlign procedure based on the HMM model described
above. (Here we apply another annealing strategy, termed
prior annealing, where early on low HMM gap penalty pri-
ors are used to introduce gaps more liberally, and later
high HMM gap penalty priors are used to eliminate less
convincing gaps.) GapAlign sampling is performed by
Viterbi alignment of the sequence against the HMM where
the HMM emission and transition probably parameters
are sampled from the posterior distribution. Afterwards
the resultant alignment is either rejected or accepted based
on our new scoring function g(A, Λ).
Manual application of alignment operations
Despite attempts to codify and fully automate optimiza-
tion of a multiple sequence alignment, the algorithm may
still create an alignment model that lacks certain proper-
ties observed to be biologically important for a particular
class of proteins. Take the situation, for example, where a
motif, which occurs as a single block in most of the pro-
teins, is split in two by a sizable insertion in other proteins
and where the sampler, due to the a priori parameter set-
tings chosen before the analysis, fails to split this motif
into two blocks. In this case, a biologically more meaning-
ful alignment may be achieved by manually interveningBMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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to split this ungapped region (followed, ideally, by addi-
tional optimization via MCMC sampling perhaps using
adjusted prior probabilities). To accommodate such
tweaking, we thus allow manual application of various
operations. We find that splitting and trimming of aligned
blocks are particularly helpful in this regard. Such
manually modified alignments then may be reintroduced
into a population of similar alignments for recombina-
tion and selection via our genetic algorithm [5] followed
by further optimization.
Implementation and examples
The theoretical concepts and strategies just described were
implemented in the programs GISMO (Gibbs-like sam-
pling with multiple operations), GARMA (genetic algo-
rithm for recombinant multiple alignment) and GAMBIT
(gapped alignment with MCMC-based indel tempering).
GARMA recombines the output alignments provided by
GISMO and then applies simulated annealing strategies
on the recombinants. GAMBIT performs on a single align-
ment the same optimization procedures that GARMA per-
forms on recombinants. Manual application of alignment
operations may be performed using another program,
TweakAln. These programs along with sample alignments
are available from the authors. Multiple alignment of
thousands of sequences in this way may take substantial
time (e.g., overnight on a 10-processor Linux cluster), but
this is not critical because, once performed for a particular
protein class, such an alignment can be updated readily by
seeding the sampler with a previously optimized align-
ment. Here we apply these programs to several large pro-
tein classes within the context of CHAIN analysis, which
is our primary reason for generating such alignments.
Application to CHAIN analysis
CHAIN analysis both decomposes into distinct categories
and quantifies the sequence constraints associated with
conserved patterns in a multiple alignment. This yields
evolutionary clues regarding the underlying structural
mechanisms presumably preserving these patterns.
Aspects of these mechanisms can be inferred by compar-
ing category-specific selective constraints with known
structures of members of the protein class being investi-
gated, as illustrated in three recent publications [3,32,33].
'Contrast hierarchical alignments', such as are shown in
Figs 4,5,6, are the primary output from CHAIN analysis.
In constructing such an alignment, three sets of related
sequences are multiply aligned: (i) a 'displayed set', (ii) a
'foreground set', which is a superset of the displayed set,
and (iii) a 'background set'. The displayed set corresponds
to the aligned sequences of interest within the foreground
set (i.e., only the alignment for these sequences is actually
shown). The foreground set corresponds to the sequences
whose selective constraints are being measured. These are
not shown explicitly, but rather are merely represented by
conserved patterns and residue frequencies shown below
the displayed alignment (as in Fig. 4A). The original
CHAIN analysis procedure uses a modified version of the
PSI-BLAST algorithm to align these sequences. Here these
PSI-BLAST alignments are compared with motif-based
foreground alignments created using GISMO, GARMA,
GAMBIT, and TweakAln.
CHAIN analysis measures selective constraints in terms of
the difficulty of randomly drawing the amino acids
observed at a particular position in the foreground align-
ment from the distribution at that position in the back-
ground alignment. In the examples here, unless specified
otherwise, the overall frequency of amino acids generally
observed in proteins serves as an implicit background set
at each position. Foreground positions with compositions
closely resembling the background presumably are sub-
ject to little or no selective constraints, while positions
with compositions strikingly different from (i.e., that con-
trast with) the background are subject to strong con-
straints. In Figs 4,5,6 these constraints are displayed in the
histograms above the alignments.
Gα and P loop GTPases
We first examine in this way G protein α subunits. G pro-
teins [17] are heterotrimers, consisting of an α, a β and a
γ subunit, that mediate transduction of extracellular sig-
nals to the cellular interior. As do many members of the P
loop GTPase class, the Gα subunit functions as a binary
switch that is turned on by binding GTP in response to the
signal and thereby relays this information to downstream
components of the pathway. This switch is turned off by
hydrolysis of GTP to GDP, an event mediated by GTPase
activating proteins (GAPs).
Gα subunits are unique among such GTPase switches inas-
much as their GAP domain is contained within the Gα
polypeptide chain itself rather than existing as a distinct
protein. This unique arrangement presents particular
difficulties for CHAIN analysis because, during subse-
quent iterations, the PSI-BLAST algorithm tends to slightly
overextend the alignment beyond Gα's region of homol-
ogy to other P loop GTPases and into the C-terminal
region of the GAP domain. As a result, the foreground pat-
terns for the Walker A motif are mistakenly aligned
against the C-terminal end of the GAP domain (Fig. 4B).
By contrast, the Gibbs sampler avoids this misalignment
problem because it can readily jump over the internal
GAP domain (Fig. 4A). This thus illustrates how our
motif-based approach avoids a serious problem encoun-
tered by PSI-BLAST.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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CHAIN analysis of P loop GTPase-specific constraints acting on the Giα subunit Figure 4
CHAIN analysis of P loop GTPase-specific constraints acting on the Giα subunit. The displayed sequences are representatives 
of the Giα family of Gα proteins from distinct phyla. The foreground sequence set, which also includes P loop GTPases outside 
of the Giα family, are represented by the conserved residue patterns below the alignments. The number specified after the 
word 'pattern' gives the actual number of aligned sequences. (A) Motif-based contrast hierarchical alignment. Phyla are indi-
cated in the leftmost column. Note that a purged foreground set [5] was used for the motif-based alignment in (A) and is thus 
smaller than the full set used by PSI-BLAST in (B). PSI-BLAST compensates for sequence redundancy by down weighting 
sequences [35] rather than by purging. The corresponding residue frequencies are given in integer tenths below the conserved 
patterns. For example, a '7' in integer tenths indicates that the corresponding residue directly above it occurs in 70–80% of the 
sequences. Deletion frequencies are similarly given in integer tenths (black; range 10–100%) or hundredths (gray; range 1–9%) 
as indicated. Histograms above the alignments display the strengths of the selective constraints acting at each position; aligned 
residues subject to the strongest constraints are highlighted for emphasis. For a complete description of CHAIN analysis align-
ments see [3]. (B) PSI-BLAST generated contrast hierarchical alignment. Sequence identifiers are indicated in the leftmost col-
umn. Note that, unlike the motif-based alignment in (A), PSI-BLAST misaligns the foreground set's Walker A region 
(represented by the patterns below the displayed alignment). In order to accentuate this alignment error, the background align-
ment in (B) consists of the foreground alignment in (A).BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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CHAIN analysis of α,β-hydrolase fold constraints acting on prolyl oligopeptidases Figure 5
CHAIN analysis of α,β-hydrolase fold constraints acting on prolyl oligopeptidases. See legend to Fig. 4 for descriptions. (A) 
Motif-based contrast hierarchical alignment. The bars directly below the displayed sequences indicate motifs with the narrow 
line indicating a deletion relative to that motif and wide bars indicating catalytic residues. (B) PSI-BLAST generated contrast 
hierarchical alignment. The histogram heights for the catalytic aspartate and histidine in this alignment are shorter in this figure 
because, unlike the motif-based alignment in (A), the PSI-BLAST algorithm assigns relatively stronger constraints to the nucle-
ophilic catalytic residue (not shown) that is much easier to align correctly.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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α,β-hydrolase fold enzymes
Similar misalignment problems may be encountered
between motif regions even when the aligned proteins
lack large inserts. This is seen, for example, when aligning
α,β-hydrolase fold proteins [18,19], which correspond to
a large class of enzymes possessing a catalytic triad
(typically consisting of a serine, an aspartate and a histi-
dine) at their active sites. These three residues are involved
in an electron transfer mechanism and thus are generally
very highly conserved, despite the often very weak
pairwise similarity between many members of this class.
CHAIN analyses of prolyl oligopeptidases reveals that our
motif-based alignment assigns very strong selective con-
straints to all three of these catalytic residues, the aspartate
and histidine of which are shown in Fig. 5A. This is as
expected, because conservation of one member of the cat-
alytic triad is highly correlated with conservation of the
other two, as the α,β-hydrolase electron transfer mecha-
nism requires all three residues. In contrast, the PSI-BLAST
alignment assigns a strong selective constraint to the
catalytic serine (not shown in Fig. 5) but much weaker
constraints to these other two catalytic residues (Fig. 5B).
This is because the PSI-BLAST algorithm finds it much eas-
ier to correctly align the catalytic serine but, due to weak
CHAIN analysis of the D1 AAA+ module of p97 ATPases Figure 6
CHAIN analysis of the D1 AAA+ module of p97 ATPases. See legends to Figs 4 and 5 for descriptions and text for discussion. 
(A) Motif-based contrast hierarchical alignment. The bars directly below the aligned sequences indicate motif regions; wide 
bars indicate residues shown in Fig. 7 and discussed in the text. (B) PSI-BLAST generated contrast hierarchical alignment.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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sequence similarity, often either misaligns or fails to
extend the alignment into the C-terminal region of this
domain. (The fraction of sequences that fail to align with
this region is indicated near the bottom of Fig. 5B). Thus
our motif-based approach again provides a better measure
of the selective constraints acting on these residues.
P97 an AAA+ ATPase
Improved identification of a short insertion within a
motif by our approach is illustrated through CHAIN
analysis of p97, a transitional endoplasmic reticulum
AAA+ ATPase (recently reviewed in [20]). AAA+ ATPases
are a large and diverse class of chaperone and chaperone-
like proteins [14,24,25]. They are characterized by the
presence of one or more AAA+ modules, each of which
consists of an α,β-fold domain, which it shares with other
P loop NTPases, followed by a helical bundle domain.
P97 contains two AAA+ modules, designated D1 and D2;
our analysis was performed on the D1 module, whose
structure is known [34]. These AAA+ modules often asso-
ciate to form homohexameric complexes such that a
prominently conserved arginine (R362A in Fig. 6 and 7)
and a conserved acidic residue (D333 in Figs 6 and 7) in
one module are positioned near a Walker B conserved
acidic residue (E305 in Fig. 7) and a bound ATP-Mg2+ in
an adjacent AAA+ module.
When our motif-based approach was applied (with prior
annealing) to AAA+ ATPases (Fig. 6A), it introduced
within the Box VII motif of the p97 D1 module a two-res-
idue insertion (most often a phe-gly; F360-G361 in Figs 6
and 7) immediately before a prominently conserved
arginine (R362). By contrast, the PSI-BLAST alignment
tends to misalign this region and, consequently, obscures
both the two-residue insertion and the prominence of the
conserved arginine (as indicated by the histogram height
over this position; see Fig. 6B). The phenylalanine within
this insert forms a CH-π interaction with an alanine (A409
in Figs 6 and 7) within the adjacent AAA+ module's three-
helix bundle domain. Notably, an arginine often occurs at
this alanine position in related AAA+ modules and is
believed to sense bound ATP in the adjacent AAA+ mod-
ule. (The region containing this arginine thus is termed
the 'sensor II region'.) PSI-BLAST again does a poorer job
aligning this sensor II arginine against A409 of p97 com-
pared with our motif-based method. The improved motif-
based alignment thus better reveals how the p97 AAA+ D1
module presumably utilizes an alternative configuration
for sensing and responding to bound nucleotide relative
to typical AAA+ modules (Fig. 7). In particular, two highly
conserved p97 family-specific features – namely the phe-
gly insertion, which is highly conserved in eukaryotes
though replaced by a pro-gly in eubacteria and archaea,
along with a third well conserved arginine directly
preceding this insert (R359 in Figs 6 and 7) – are likely to
perform an important role associated with p97's unique
cellular function.
Conclusions
With a view to improving alignments for CHAIN analysis,
we have enhanced our earlier motif-based methods by
developing (i) a HMM for insertions and deletions within
motifs, (ii) an expanded algebraic system of operations on
multiple alignments and (iii) various annealing and
sampling strategies that facilitate rapid convergence on
optimum or near optimum alignments. Furthermore, our
approach, due to its rigorous statistical basis, fills a gap left
by current multiple alignment methods inasmuch as it
aligns only those characteristics of the input sequences
that may be justified statistically. Thus it is useful for sta-
tistical analysis of conserved patterns in multiple align-
ments. Our statistical model likewise provides objective
criteria for evaluating curated alignments, thereby guiding
manual application of various operations. In the future,
our MCMC sampling methods could be used to estimate
alignment uncertainties, which will be useful for estimat-
ing background amino acid frequencies for CHAIN analy-
sis. These approaches also serve as a starting point for
further enhancements that integrate MCMC sampling,
HMM and PSI-BLAST methods, which, based on our ear-
lier analyses [16], seem likely to improve both alignment
accuracy and search sensitivity.
Structural location of the two-residue insert in Box VII of  p97 Figure 7
Structural location of the two-residue insert in Box VII of 
p97. The structure of the first domain (D1) of p97 from rat 
[34] is shown. The corresponding alignment is shown in Fig. 
6.BMC Bioinformatics 2004, 5:157 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/5/157
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When this motif-based approach was applied to CHAIN
analysis of families belonging to large and diverse protein
classes, we found numerous examples, three of which are
described here, where this does a better job of revealing
subtle, biologically important sequence features than
does PSI-BLAST. This is in large part due to the ability of
our statistical model and sampling strategies to find
weakly conserved islands of homology within a sea of
essentially nonconserved regions. While this motif based
approach will not become the default method for CHAIN
analysis – especially considering that PSI-BLAST
alignments also may be optimized using these approaches
– it, nevertheless, often more accurately aligns very dis-
tantly related sequences and thus can provide a better
measure of selective constraints in this situation.
Methods
HMM architecture
We model gaps within motif blocks through the HMM
shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding probability matrix for
transitions between HMM states internal to the ith motif
is:
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ x <wi and where M, I, and D denote
match, insertion and deletion states, respectively. The
probability matrix for transitions between motifs is:
where 1 <i <m and where these transitions each emit a
string of zero or more residues. Note that the contribution
to the log-posterior probability of the lengths of these
strings and of their emission probabilities (as well as
those of M and I states) are specified by our ungapped sta-
tistical model [6], upon which this HMM is based and
thus are unspecified by the HMM. Note also that the treat-
ment we provide here easily can be generalized to cases
where transitions I → D and D → I are allowed or where
gap penalties are motif-specific.
Statistical inference of indel penalties
For a given alignment A, let f(A) be its log-posterior prob-
ability as in [6]. If we allow insertions and deletions
within motifs, then each motif i within each sequence Sk
is associated with a "path" through the HMM indicating
its alignment against motif model Θi. Let the collection of
these paths be Λ. Next, we denote the total number of
transitions of type M → M, M → I, ..., by
Nmm, Nmi, Nmd, Nim, Nii, Ndm, Ndd.
It then follows that the likelihood of the gap parameters is
with independent prior distributions
(αo, βo, 1 - αo - βo) ~ Dirichlet(ao, bo, nm - ao - bo),
αe ~ Beta(ae, ni - ae), and βe ~ Beta(be, nd - be),
where ao, bo, nm, ae, ni, be, nd are prior pseudo counts given
by the user. The corresponding maximum likelihood esti-
mates (MLEs) are
The joint posterior distribution for the alignment and gap
parameters is
g(A, Λ, α, β) ∝ P(S | A, Λ) × P(A) Λ h(Λ | α, β) P(α, β),
where P(S | A, Λ) × P(A) is computed the same way as in
the original block-motif model [6], and
P(α, β) = Dirichlet(ao, bo, nm - ao - bo) × Beta(ae, ni - ae) ×
Beta(be, nd - be).
Given the alignment Λ, we have the conditional posterior
distribution
Sampling on this distribution can be performed by draw-
ing the following random variables:
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This gives rise to a new posterior g(A, Λ) with h(Λ) replac-
ing h(Λ | α, β) P(α, β) in our previous formula [6] and
frees us from having to fix or update the gap parameters.
This also allows us to determine the optimum posterior
gap penalties based on the sequence data.
Prior specifications
Suppose that we expect to see one insertion in every K1 res-
idues and one deletion in every K2 residues. Then we set
and set no to reflect the strength of this conviction. We sug-
gest using priors reflecting conservative gapping where,
for example, K1  =  K2  = 1000 and no  =  nM  N, where
 is the total number of match positions in all
of the motifs and N  is the total number of aligned
sequences.
For gap extension prior probabilities, if one expects to see
an average insertion length of L1, and deletion length of
L2, then we let
We set the prior pseudo counts n1 to be equal to the total
number of expected insertions within motifs nM / K1. Like-
wise, n2 is set equal to the expected number of deletions
nM / K2. In order to have different gap parameters for each
motif, one need only keep specific counts of insertions
and deletions for each motif, as the formula h(Λ) then
applies to each motif individually, and we only need to
multiply these h( ) functions together when computing
the total 'penalty'.
The sampler's memory
For long-term memory we monitor among the sampler's
previous iterations the number of times No (where typi-
cally, No = 25) that a type "o" operation has been applied
and the number of times no that it was "successful" (i.e.,
resulted in an increase of the posterior probability). The
same is done for short-term memory except that in this
case we monitor the number of short-term successes mo
over Mo previous applications (where typically Mo = 5). At
the next iteration, we then assign a probability
 of applying this
operation, where ws ≥ 0 and wl ≥ 0 are the weights given to
the short and long-term memories, respectively, and
where wp ≥ 0 specifies the minimum frequency at which
this operation is applied. Typically, we set ws = wl = 1 and
0.2 ≤ wp ≤ 0.66, so that operations that previously proved
to be unfruitful will only be performed about one-tenth to
one-third as often as those that always yield improve-
ments in the alignment.
The sampler's thermostat
We define an intuitive sampling temperature T' = 300/T
and, thus, πT'(X) ∝ π300/T (X). On this 'pseudo-degrees-
Kelvin' scale sampling from the true distribution π (X)
(i.e., 300°) corresponds to sampling at 'room tempera-
ture'. After a period of sampling at room temperature until
'convergence', which is defined by the sampler's failure to
improve the MAP after a specified number of iterations,
simulated annealing is initiated. During this stage,
whenever the probability densities of the sampled align-
ments averaged over say 20 iterations fluctuate by more
than some maximal value, say ∆log(p) ≥ 50 nats, the tem-
perature is lowered by 1–5°. If, on the other hand, the
probability densities of the sampled alignments fluctuate
on average less than some minimal value, say ∆log(p) ≤ 5
nats, the temperature is raised by say 1°. (The precise
parameters used are not critical and may depend some-
what on the input sequence set.) This period of thermo-
static sampling is again applied until convergence.
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